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Mann, a two-time winner of the Star Mazda Championship, isn't new to Indy Lights or its Porsche Carrera Cup. But she did
come from a family of racing drivers, including grandfather, Alex Mann. That explains why Mann is a natural "snotty" fella,
already donning those "C-Day" capes and doffing her "shark helmets" with the proper nonchalance. She'll be competing for a
checkered flag in this season's Indy Lights series. I got a chance to speak with Mann about those two motorsports. PSM: How

often do you get to race in the Indy Lights series? PM: I've been fortunate to participate in three different events and three
different chassis, two years in a row. This is my second year. I've actually come from a racing background, in the family. My

grandfather was a Formula One driver and my father is a racer as well. I guess you could say I was destined for this. PSM:
You've got a bit of an interesting career trajectory. When and where did you realize racing might be something that you'd like to

pursue? PM: I've actually been racing since I was 3 years old. My first competition was drag racing. I did very well. My dad
taught me how to drive and I can recall that I used to get in the front seat and go driving for fun. Unfortunately, that was never

for very long. It was always interrupted because I'd fall asleep. In the middle of kindergarten it would start raining and I'd forget
my umbrella and end up in a muddy puddle. That was probably the point that dad decided that that was not a good idea and we

got rid of the convertible in our garage. In those days we were big fans of stock car racing, using the family TV. I think I
watched my first Winston Cup race at age 6. PSM: You've got to be pretty good to be a professional racer these days. What is it

that's behind you wanting
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